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About This Game

The objective of the game is to win more three in a row columns than the opponent, when all 27 (3x3x3) cells are filled.
The outcome of the game can be determined from the first couple of moves to the last couple of moves, and just one mistake

from you or the opponent makes the difference between winning and loosing.

KEY FEATURES:

  Play against other players online

  Earn 6 in game achievements

  Modified boxing scoring system - take score from defeated opponents

  Single player - practice against AI

  Complexity - When all 27 cells are filled (the first player has 13 pieces on board, the second player has 14 pieces on
board because he played his first turn twice) then there are 20,058,300 final states of the game.
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That was... odd. It was an entertaining 5 minute game but most certainly not worth what the price says. I loved this game. The
atmosphere, the art, the music, the characters, and just the vaporwave. It kept me invested so much that I ended up playing the
whole game in one sitting and 100%ing it. If you at all are interested in this game, get it.. When this game first came out it was
brilliant for its time, capturing the flag was excellent online, but the graphics are somewhat dated now, and the multiplayer
servers that once teamed with life are now dead, I would love some game developer to re - inject life into the game by bringing
the graphics upto date, and by improving the maps, and then beef up the multiplayer aspects, the game in my day was a hit,
there is no reason why it cannot become a hit once more.
Single player mode was also good. Go on do the right thing and give it some welly!. it gets boring fast but i enjoyed the first 10
minutes. This was a very good set of videos well worth watching and very enjoyable
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eerrmmmm. just no!. Super Ninja Hero VR is what you buy if you're hungry for a gourmet burger but can only afford Maccas
or Burger Queen. After completing the first two missions on easy mode, you'll already have been familiarized with all of the
different enemy attack patterns that are repeated on hard mode (but faster!), and will have seen you can only choose between
two ranged weapons: A bow, and shuriken. There is no melee combat in this game; if you're looking for ninja themed melee
combat, consider Sairento VR.

The shuriken feel like shooting two automatic pistols. Every weapon comes with an aim assist, so aiming is quite easy. There is
only teleport locomotion, but it's not free form. You can only teleport when you've completed your wave of enemies. The bow
feels alright. There were a few times when I had trouble nocking arrows. Aiming was super easy because of the built in aim
assist reticle.

So gameplay is like: Dodge a few ranged attacks, kill melee advancers. After they're all dead, you teleport to a new area. Rinse,
repeat.

After a bit, you'll end up fighting a boss. The boss fights are a little more involved than the minion fights, but not that much
more involved.

If you're looking for a ninja themed vr shooting gallery and are on a budget, there's currently no other option than this game.

. Well what can I say, other than I would stear clear from this. Since buying it, it worked well for about a week and since then
I've had nothing but errors. The app itself is nice to use (when it works) but the errors and crashes and the failed to starts make it
a proper headache. The Developer is quite hard to communicate with also as he is russian and he comes across quite rude, he
would have you uninstall you're anti virus and allsorts before even thinking about looking to fix the software. Its a shame, cuz if
this software worked, it would be one of the best.

Big Update: After a lot of communication with the Dev team, I have gotten the majority of the issues sorted out that I had with
this software. So I'm goin to change this to positive as he did work quite hard to see me satisfied. The only thing left to fix is
some of the Steam intergration, everytime steam goes offline (lets face it, happens quite often nowadays) and re-connects steam
will report that I'm currently in-app on Playclaw when it shouldnt, very minor but annoying.. Pretty decent game for random
time killing where you only have a laptop and one hand. Definitely worth the buck but don't expect a very large amount of
content, just a good amount of replayability. Utterly lovely. Beautiful graphics, calming sound design, and a fine hidden object
game. A pleasant way to spend a couple of hours.. Szerethető kis játék.. 10/10 I came on my PC screen. brb better clean it..
Definitely worth it if you hate level-grinding (which I do). Super easy repeatable quest that takes maybe 60 seconds max, and
really does give loads of exp. Doing this quest around 7 or 8 times took my party from the mid-30's to the mid-60's level. Don't
forget to use pendulum of experience for an extra-extra exp boost.. whaaat!?? at least let me see the menu.... I just got this game
so missed the open season layout. Oh well. It's a good game still and the mechanics are pretty cool, especially if you're into
math/geometry. Only played 22 hrs so not going to say too much except devs, you absolutely, positively need to hide unit
movement for enemy units not visible (in solo games). This gives a HUGE advantage to the player, easily enough to tip the
balance in nearly every battle. I haven't played the middle difficulty yet, but even if it's only in easy mode it's like taking candy
from a baby.
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